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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is NOT true about the user who switches on and configures alerting for a database? 

A. They must be an iBase system administrator. 

B. They must have an SQL Server login 

C. They must be a member of the public database role 

-in the msdb system database, for SQL Server 2005 or later 

D. They must be a member of the SQLAgentUserRole database role 

-in the msdb system database, for SQL Server 2005 or later 

E. They use the iBase user module and the Format, alerting menu to configure alerting for a database 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

In iBase designer, what database type is available when upsizing an existing iBase database? 

A. Microsoft Access 

B. Oracle 

C. SQL Server 

D. Sybase 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

iBase has separate modules for iBase Designer and iBase User, so you log on to whichever is appropriate for you. 

Which of the following is a false statement about iBase User? 

A. iBase user allows you to add, modify and delete record data. 

B. iBase user allows you to create sets and queries to find data of particular interest. 

C. iBase user allows you to delete enitity and link types from the Database schema 

D. iBase user allows you to analyze the data using a variety of tools 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which is not correct when using the Index Service Configuration tool? 

A. you will require An SQL Server installation on the machine on which you want to create the iBase index database. 

B. the index tool can connect to any SQL instance that is not on the local machine. 

C. Running the Index Service Configuration tool for the first time will create a separate iBase index database 

D. The search 360 database index default name is IBaseIndexDB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which file extension does an iBase database or iBase database connection file for SQL Server have? 

A. .idd 

B. .idj 

C. .idb 

D. .idc 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

There are additional administration/configuration tools outside of iBase designer.(Provided as part of the iBase installer,
you must select/include the tools option as part of the customised install.) These configuration tools are available from
the Windows start menu: Select Programs, then select IBM i2 iBase 8, then select the tools menu. 

Which of the following is False about the the Index Service Configuration tool? 

A. it can be used to index one or more IBM?i2?iBase databases 

B. You use this tool to enable the iBase databases for Search 360 

C. You use this tool to enable the iBase databases for Full Text Search 

D. For each database, you can set up an index service and a job schedule 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

Which type of log file does the audit viewer contain? 

A. security file logs and database logs 

B. MSIInstaller logs 

C. PC event logs 

D. SQL Server activity monitor logs 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which file extension does an iBase security file or iBase security connection file for SQL Server have? 

A. .idc 

B. .ids 

C. .idq 

D. .ida 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is not True for search 360? 

A. Search 360 requires SQL Server CLR (common language runtime) integration to be enabled. 

B. Search 360 will automatically index all documents with the suffix RTF, ANB, LNB, TCV, XML, CSV 

C. Access iBase databases can use Search 360 

D. SQL server iBase databases can use Search 360 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

iBase importing Wizard. Step 1 of 5. - You can import data from a variety of sources. 

Which one of the following data sources is greyed out, unless bulk import is selected, (meaning this datasource option
can ONLY be run via bulk import)? 
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A. Text File 

B. OLE_DB Compliant Data Source 

C. XML (XML Rowset Schema) File 

D. XML (iBase 8 Schema) file 

E. Microsoft Excel Worksheet 

F. Folder Contents 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

A charting scheme controls how the properties of items added to Analyst\\'s Notebook charts from iBase are updated.
Which is NOT True ? 

A. Each charting scheme defines how the data in iBase fields will be copied into the chart item properties and whether
to display attributes and pictures on the chart. 

B. Each charting scheme defines the chart template to use 

C. Each charting scheme defines the labeling scheme to use 

D. You can include more than 1 labeling scheme in your charting scheme 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 12

There are four types of group that can be used in the iBase designer security manager, to control the access that users
have to data in an iBase database and to the iBase features. Which one of the 4 types of group makes read only or
hides entity types, link types, specific entity or link fields and individual records? 

A. Database Management group 

B. System Commands Access Control group 

C. Data Access Control group 

D. Folder Object Control group 

Correct Answer: C 
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